To better address challenging issues of the irregularity and inhomogeneity inherently present in 3D point clouds, researchers have shifted their focus from designing hand-crafted point features toward learning 3D point signatures using deep neural networks for 3D point cloud classification. Recently proposed deep learning-based point cloud classification methods either apply 2D CNNs on projected feature images or apply 1D convolutional layers directly on raw point sets. These methods cannot adequately recognize fine-grained local structures caused by the uneven density distribution of the point cloud data. In this paper, to address this challenging issue, we introduced a density-aware convolutional module that uses the pointwise density to reweight the learnable weights of convolution kernels. The proposed convolution module can fully approximate the 3D continuous convolution on unevenly distributed 3D point sets. Based on this convolution module, we further developed a multiscale fully convolutional neural network with downsampling and upsampling blocks to enable hierarchical point feature learning. In addition, to regularize the global semantic context, we implemented a context encoding module to predict a global context encoding and formulated a context encoding regularizer to enforce the predicted context encoding to align with the ground truth encoding. The overall network can be trained in an end-to-end fashion with the raw 3D coordinates and the height above ground as inputs. Experiments on the International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) 3D labeling benchmark demonstrated the superiority of the proposed method for point cloud classification. Our model achieved a new state-of-the-art performance with an average F1 score of 71.2% and improved the performance by a large margin on several categories (such as powerline, impervious surface, car, and facade). and the generalization ability of these models was limited when applied to large-scale wild scenes.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of 3D sensor technology, 3D point cloud data have become increasingly accessible through innovations in light detection and ranging (LiDAR), synthetic aperture radar (SAR), dense stereo-or multiview-photogrammetry in remote sensing and computer vision fields. Among these techniques, airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR), also known as laser scanning, provides reliable 3D spatial information and plays an important role in many applications, such as topographic mapping, forest monitoring (Axelsson, 2000; Mongus andŽalik, 2013) , power line detection (Andersen et al., 2005; Solberg et al., 2009; Zhao and Popescu, 2009; Ene et al., 2017) , road detection and planning, and 3D building reconstruction (Kada and McKinley, 2009; Yang et al., 2017a) . Despite the prevalence of 3D point cloud data, automatic classification and segmentation of 3D point clouds remain challenging due to the irregular structure of raw point clouds.
To classify the point clouds, early efforts mostly focused on either the design of geometric features to characterize the local structure of each point, such as density, curvature, roughness, or the development of discriminative models, e.g., Gaussian mixture model (Lalonde et al., 2005 (Lalonde et al., , 2006 , support vector machine (Zhang et al., 2013) , AdaBoost (Lodha et al., 2007) , and random forest (Babahajiani et al., 2017; Chehata et al., 2009 ), for the classification task. Other studies have tried to boost the performance by incorporating contextual information to enforce label consistency Munoz et al. (2009) ; Shapovalov et al. (2010) ; Niemeyer et al. (2014) ; Weinmann et al. (2015b) ; Niemeyer et al. (2012) . However, these contextual-based approaches still employ hand-crafted features, and thus, fail to adequately extract high-level semantic structures, In recent years, with the prevalence of deep learning methods in remote sensing fields, remarkable performance has been achieved in various applications, including scene classification, object detection, change detection, and hyperspectral image classification. Hu et al. (2015a,b) ; Maggiori et al. (2016) ; Cheng et al. (2016) ; Zhan et al. (2017) ; Li et al. (2018b) . Given the great success of deep learning-based methods for remote sensing image recognition, researchers have been shifting their focus toward deep learning-based methods for 3D point cloud classification (Qi et al., 2017a; Li et al., 2018c; Yang et al., 2017b; Yousefhussien et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018) . For example, to make use of the great power of 2D convolutional neural network (CNN) for image recognition, some researchers (Yang et al., 2017b; Zhao et al., 2018) proposed to project 3D point clouds into 2D feature images and then employ conventional 2D CNN for airborne point cloud classification. These methods usually need to calculate additional hand-crafted features to enrich the 2D feature image representations, and classification performance is limited due to the information loss during 3D to 2D transformation. More recent works have attempted to directly apply convolutions on irregular point clouds for the classification task (Yousefhussien et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2019) . Although these methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance on several point cloud classification benchmarks, they do not adequately recognize finegrained local structures due to the uneven density distribution of the point cloud data.
To address this issue, in this paper, we proposed a novel densityaware point convolution module to extract locally representative features of 3D point clouds. Our key innovation is to force the convolution module to be aware of the local density distribution when learning its kernel weights. To achieve the goal of 3D point cloud classification, we further developed a multiscale fully convolutional neural network with downsampling and upsampling blocks to enable hierarchical point feature learning and per-point label prediction. Moreover, considering the imbalanced class distribution of an outdoor scene, a context encoding module was integrated into our network to regularize the global semantic context. The overall network can be trained in an end-to-end fashion and directly predict the classification labels for all the input points in one forward pass. We list the main contributions of the proposed method as follows:
1. This paper introduces a novel density-aware convolution module that directly applies convolutions on irregular point clouds to learn representative point features.
2. With the proposed density-aware convolution module, we further develop a multiscale fully convolutional neural network with downsampling and upsampling blocks for the task of 3D point cloud classification.
3. We introduce a context encoding loss to regularize the global semantic context and experimentally demonstrate its effectiveness.
4. We eliminate the need for calculating costly hand-crafted features or corresponding spectral information and achieve superior performance on the ISPRS 3D labeling benchmark dataset.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2., we provide a brief review of the airborne LiDAR point cloud classification methods. The proposed density-aware convolutional network is described in detail in Section 3. In Section 4., we conduct experiments to verify the classification performance of the proposed method. We further discuss the effectiveness of the proposed density-aware convolution module and context encoding module in Section 5. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Point cloud segmentation methods can be generally divided into two main categories: traditional nonlearning-based methods and deep learning-based methods.
Traditional Nonlearning-based Methods
Traditional nonlearning-based methods start by designing hardcrafted point features and then employing simple pointwise discriminative models to label the input point sets. Such hand-crafted features are commonly generated from the covariance matrix of a local neighborhood and provide local geometry features of each point, e.g., planarity, sphericity, and linearity (Lin et al., 2014a) . Subsequently, some conventional supervised learning algorithms, such as random forests (RFs), support vector machines (SVMs), Bayesian networks (BNs) and AdaBoost, are employed to learn discriminative models from a set of training samples. Lodha et al. proposed to train an AdaBoost algorithm to classify airborne LiDAR point clouds into four categories (i.e., road, grass, buildings, and trees) based on five manually defined features including height, height variation, normal variation, intensity, and image intensity (Lodha et al., 2007) . Kim and Sohn adopted the random forest classifier for powerline scene classification based on two different sets of features extracted in the point domain and a feature (i.e., line and polygon) domain (Kim and Sohn, 2011 (Zhang et al., 2013; Mallet et al., 2011) . Chehata et al. proposed to use the random forest algorithm for point cloud classification based on twelve hand-crafted features regarding optical, multiecho lidar and FW lidar components and analyzed the variable importance of each hand-crafted feature for the classification of urban scenes (Chehata et al., 2009 ). However, these methods usually classify each point independently with its local features and neglect the semantic labels of its neighboring points, which can easily lead to classification noises and label inconsistency, especially in complex scenes (Weinmann et al., 2015a) .
To address this issue, recent studies have developed several contextbased classification approaches to improve the smoothness of the classification results. For example, Niemeyer et al. developed a contextual classification method based on conditional random fields (CRF). Their experimental results demonstrate an improvement of 2% in the overall accuracy by integrating contextual features (Niemeyer et al., 2014) . Niemeyer et al. further enhanced contextual information by incorporating a two-layer conditional random field (CRF), where the first layer applies on the point level to generate segments and the second layer operates on the generated segments and incorporates a larger spatial scale (Niemeyer et al., 2016) . However, the above nonlearning-based methods need to manually extract pointwise local and contextual features in advance. This involves unwanted preprocessing time and makes these models sensitive to the quality of feature engineering. Moreover, their classification performance degrades when dealing with the point clouds scanned from complex scenes (Zhao et al., 2018) .
Deep learning-based methods
In contrast to the above nonlearning-based methods, deep learningbased methods can automatically extract high-level features from a large quantity of input data without a hierarchical deep neural network. In general, these deep learning-based point cloud classification methods can be grouped into two main categories: feature image-based methods and point-based methods.
Feature image-based methods
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), one of the commonly used deep learning methods, have achieved some extremely promising results in various 2D image recognition tasks, such as scene classification, object detection, and semantic segmentation. However, the unordered and irregular nature of 3D point clouds poses great challenges for the direct extension of 2D CNNs. Therefore, early researchers tried to transform the 3D point cloud into more tractable 2D images and then employ convolutional 2D CNN to achieve point cloud classification and segmentation (Yang et al., 2017b (Yang et al., ,b, 2018 Zhao et al., 2018) . For example, Su et al. (2015) proposed to first generate multiple 2D rendered images of 3D shapes, and then a conventional 2D CNN was used to extract features of each view. A view-pooling (aggregation) layer was further proposed to fuse information from multiple views and boost the classification performance. A similar method was proposed in Yang et al., which generated projected 2D feature images that characterized the local geometric features, global geometric features and full-waveform features of each point.
For airborne LiDAR point clouds, Yang et al. developed a protective convolutional neural network-based method for airborne LiDAR point cloud classification. Their method starts by transforming 3D point clouds into 2D feature images that characterize the height, intensity, planarity, sphericity, and variance in deviation angles across multiple scales. Then, a 2D CNN is developed to learn representative features from multiple 2D projected feature images and the classification of each projected point . Similarly, Zhao et al. first generated a group of multiscale contextual images regarding the height, intensity and roughness of each point in the point cloud and then designed a multiscale convolutional neural network to generate classification results of input point clouds (Zhao et al., 2018) . Nevertheless, these methods involve generating 2D feature images from 3D point clouds, and their classification performance suffers from information loss during 3D to 2D transformation. features. Finally, another MLP network followed by a softmax layer classifier was used for point cloud classification . Wen et al. proposed a direction-constrained convolution module for point feature learning and designed a multiscale fully convolutional network for point cloud classification (Wen et al., 2019) .
Point-based methods
Although these point-based methods have achieved remarkable performance for point cloud classification, they cannot model the density variation in input point clouds. In this paper, we propose a novel density-aware density network (DANCE-NET) for endto-end semantic classification of 3D point clouds. Compared to existing point-based methods, the proposed model can extract density-aware features and regularize the global semantic context with a context encoding module. We detail our method in the next section.
METHODS
In this section, we present the design for our end-to-end densityaware networks with context encoding (DANCE-NET) model. Our DANCE-NET model introduces a generalized convolution operation that can directly process point clouds without any form of projections. In Section 3.1, we introduce a density-aware novel convolution operation and compare it with the traditional image convolution. In Section 3.2, we describe how we incorporate kernel density estimation to rebalance learned weight functions in point convolution. In Section 3.3, we propose a novel auxiliary task for predicting contexts using global features to further regularize our model.
Density-aware convolution
Before going to our density-aware convolution module, we first revisit the general form of convolution operations. Generally, the convolution operation between two continuous functions f ∈ R d and g ∈ R d can be formulated as
Commonly used 2D convolution can be regarded as a discrete version of Eq. 1, where images can be interpreted as 2D discrete functions and the kernel functions are defined on gridded local windows. The 2D convolution between the input image I and kernel weights K can be formulated as
where x and y denote the pixel location, W and H denote the size of the kernel window.
A point cloud of size N can be represented by a set S = {pi, ..., pn}, where each point pi = (x, y, z, f ) contains the 3D coordinates and its features, such as color and surface normal. In contrast to image pixels that are located in fixed grids, the points of a 3D point cloud are scattered in R 3 , which can take an arbitrary continuous value. Therefore, there does not exist a fixed kernel pattern that can be applied to each point for feature extraction, which makes conventional 2D convolution inapplicable for an irregular 3D point set.
To generalize convolution operations to irregular 3D point sets, recent studies have proposed various convolution operations on 3D point clouds. The commonly used form can be expressed as
where for each pi ∈ S, we find all its neighborhood points pj in the local region Ri centered at pi with the k-nearest neighbor. K(pi, pj) measures the correlation between point pi and its neighbor point pj. For example, KC-Net (Shen et al., 2018) used Gaussian kernel to account for function K(pi, pj). Wang et al. used MLP to implement the kernel function K(pi, pj), which enables learning of a parametric continuous convolution .
In this paper, we focus on enhancing this convolution operation from the perspective of the spatial distribution of point clouds.
Our key observation is that the irregular structure of 3D points gives rise to oversampling and undersampling of certain regions, resulting in disparate densities across the convolution kernel.
An analogy of this disparity in 2D images receives multiple values for one pixel. This creates a bias when we update the kernel, putting excessive weights on the oversampled regions and vice versa. In digitized images, pixels are placed evenly on a 2D grid where distances between neighboring pixels are constant; every cell in the grid has exactly one value, and there are no empty cells. This results in uniform density across the grid and, unfortunately, does not apply to irregular 3D point clouds.
To counter this imbalance, we introduce a novel convolution operation that applies the estimated densities in local regions to rescale the kernel functions. We formulate this new operation as follows:
where D(pi, pj) represents the density at point pj, D(pi, pj) rep- resents the kernel function for measuring the correlation between point pi and point pj.
By formulating D and K as functions on point pairs (pi, pj), we have a continuous domain in the region Ri, where we take point coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ Ri as input, in contrast with the traditional image convolution, where only integer coordinates of pixels are accepted as input. The proposed convolution module can thus learn a network to approximate the continuous weights for convolution. Figure 1 gives an illustration of the proposed density-aware convolution module.
In this paper, we use kernel density estimation (KDE) and compute an inverse density function D(pi, pj), followed by a nonlinear transformation implemented with MLP to map this density function to high-level embedding space. The nonlinear transformation here encourages the convolution module to adaptively determine whether to use the density estimates. The weights of the MLP here are shared across all the points to maintain the permutation invariance. For simplicity, we use another MLP to implement the kernel function K(pi, pj).
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
To compute the inverse density function D, we think of the local region around any pi ∈ S as a ball with radius λ, and we apply the Parzen-Rosenblatt window method (Parzen, 1962) to fit density distributions along each of the axes inside the ball.
Here, we choose a multivariate Gaussian kernel G with a smoothing factor h and a normalization constant N , which is the number of points in the local region of pi. We then pass these estimators through an MLP for nonlinear transformations, which provides a more refined approximation to the continuous density scale. The inverse density function is thus
Instead of relying on absolute distances, we estimate D using relative distances from the neighboring points pj ∈ Ni to the centroid pi, limiting the domain of the density function to [−R, R], where R is the radius of the local region. By fixing the domain, our model can generalize its density estimates to any arbitrary point with a local region of the same radius.
Context Encoding Module
A common problem in point cloud classification is that different object classes have very different numbers of training sam- Figure 3 : Overview of the proposed method for airborne point cloud classification. Our model starts with an encoder network to extract high-level semantic features using a newly proposed density-aware convolution module. Then, a context encoding module was adopted to learn a global context encoding, which was further fed into a regularization module to enforce the predicted context encoding to be aligned with the ground truth encoding. Finally, a decoder network with a successive density-aware convolution module and upsampling block were used to generate per-point classification results.
ples (Batista et al., 2004) . This could occur by nonuniform sampling where homogeneous clusters are oversampled or simply by the natural distribution of these classes. Regardless of the cause, this discrepancy in the number of training samples for each class introduces an issue where the classes with small numbers of samples are underfitted and are likely to be misclassified as the most frequent class in the process of maximizing accuracy.
In this section, we propose an auxiliary task for predicting the context of the input point cloud to help guide the segmentation task. Given a patch of point set S as a scene, we define the context vector as an indicator for the presence of different classes in this specific scene. Given a batch of points Bi = {p1, ..., pN | pj = (x, y, z, c) ∈ S}, where c is the categorical label for each point, we define the ground truth global context vector C gt as in Eq.(7)
where |C gt | = k denotes the total number of classes, C gt i is the i-th element of C. The resulting C gt represents the set of all possible contexts with cardinality |Sscene| = 2 k .
With this formulation of context, an underrepresented class, if present in the scene, will take the same value of 1 in the context vector C as with other more frequently sampled classes. Therefore, predicting the context vector becomes a task of predicting the statistical property on the existence of different classes in the scene. This, in turn, regularize our classification network by giving larger weights to the undersampled classes and pushing the model to evaluate with a global view of the input set.
To generate the context vector prediction, we incorporate multiscale global feature learning where the network leverages features learned from multiple point densities and merges them using nonlinear transform into a compact encoding. This encoding is then fed to a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to predict a context vector C, which indicates the probability of the existence of each category. Figure 2 illustrates the mechanism of our proposed context encoding module. We use binary cross entropy loss between the predicted context vectors Ci and the ground truth vectors C gt i to regularize the context information, calculated as
We then add this context regularization term to our final loss function and calculated as L = L cls + λ * Lctx (9)
where L cls and L denote the classification loss and the final loss function, respectively. λ denotes a hyperparameter to balance the classification loss and context encoding loss. We discuss the effect of different λ in Section 4.5 and Section 5.2.
Figure 4
3.4 Network Architecture
The design of our DANCE-NET follows the widely used encoderdecoder architecture, where the input point clouds are first downsampled multiple times to learn hierarchical feature embeddings. Then, the learned embeddings are upsampled back to the original point sets for the semantic point classification. A context encoding module is integrated between the downsampling and upsampling path for the context encoding and regularization.
Downsampling and upsampling blocks
Following the success of neural networks that learn high-level features from multiple scales, we build our model with downsampling blocks, producing point feature sets that are successively sparser and more complex, and upsampling blocks that interpolate the sparse set back to the original points that are introduced in PointNet++ (Qi et al., 2017b) . We present a short explanation for the two types of blocks below.
The downsampling block takes as input a point set S = {p1, ..., pn | pi = (x, y, z, f )} where x, y, z are coordinates of the point and f is the feature vector, and outputs a new setŜ ⊆ S that contains a reduced number of points. In other words, the size of the output for the i-th downsampling block |Si| is less than or equal to |Si−1|.
To select the candidates for this new set Si, we use the farthest point sampling, which selects the set of points that each of the selected points has the largest distance possible from the rest of the set. After selecting the candidates, we group the points in their respective local regions and feed them to our convolution module, obtaining density-weighted embeddings for each candidate. We define local regions with a ball query with a hyperparameter on the search radius, which we discuss further in Section 4.5.
The upsampling block takes as input two point sets Si and Si−1, which correspond to the output of the i-th and (i − 1)-th downsampling blocks. It generates a point setS ⊇ Si that contains the same points as in Si−1 but has different features. In the upsampling process, we first take both sets and compute the distance between the known points Si and the points Si−1 that we want to interpolate to. We normalize the inverse of these distances to the range of (0, 1) and use it to scale the interpolated point features. Instead of directly predicting a continuous inverse density function for interpolation, we adopt this straight forward rescaling method to reduce the number of parameters in the model and still ensure that the embeddings are reweighted by some measure of density. Finally, we concatenate the feature vectors in Si−1 with those of the interpolated setSi for 1 × 1 convolution and extract high-level features of the desired dimension.
Overall architecture
To present our network in more detail, the downsampling stage consists of four downsampling blocks which reduce the size of the input point set to 1024, 256, 64 and 36 sequentially, with each downsampling block having a channel sizes of 64, 128, 256 and 512, respectively. The point features outputted by the third and fourth blocks are fed into the context encoding module where each of the block's output is max-pooled and condensed by a 1x1 convolution to feature maps with 1/4 of the original channel size. We then concatenate these encodings, feed the result to an MLP and compute the binary cross entropy loss (BCE) with the ground truth context. In the upsampling stage, we use four upsampling blocks to increase the size of the point set to 64, 256, 1024 and the original size. To preserve low-level information, we incorporate the features learned in the downsampling stage and use skip connections to link them to upsampling blocks of the same output size. For example, the first upsampling block will first interpolate the 36-dimensional point features of the fourth downsampling block to 64-dimensional and then concatenate them with the 64dimensional point features learned by the third downsampling block. This incorporation of low-level features has seen various successes in previous works for 2D segmentation, including per-formance improvement and faster convergence. (Ronneberger et al., 2015; Badrinarayanan et al., 2017) .
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed DANCE-NET model for airborne LiDAR point cloud labeling. We introduced the experimental dataset and data prepossessing in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, respectively. Evaluation metrics were given in 4.3. In Section 4.5, we discussed the effect of different hyperparameter configurations. In Section 4.4, we presented the experimental setups. The classification results of our model with optimal hyperparameters are given in Section 4.6.
Experimental Dataset
We conducted our experiments on the commonly used International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) 3D labeling dataset (Niemeyer et al., 2014) . This dataset contains airborne LiDAR point clouds covering three isolated areas of Vaihingen city. These point clouds were captured by a Leica ALS50 system, with an average flying height of 500 meters above the ground and a field of view of 45 degrees (Cramer, 2010) . Each point in the dataset was labeled in 9 semantic categories, including powerline, low vegetation (low veg), impervious surface (imp surf), car, fence/hedge (fen/hed), roof, facade, shrub, and tree.
Following the standard settings of the ISPRS 3D labeling contest, the entire dataset was divided into two parts. The first scene (see Figure 4 left) with 753,876 points was used as the training dataset, and the other two scenes (see Figure 4 right) with 411,722 points were used as the test dataset. Detailed information about each scene is given in Table 1 . For each scene, a simple ASCII file with XYZ, reflectance, return count information, and point labels were provided in an ASCII file. Figure 5 for illustration). More specifically, we divided the training and test scenes into regular blocks of 30 m*30 m grids in the horizontal direction. Note that each block contains a different number of points. During training, we randomly select a group of blocks Figure 5 and sample a fixed number of points (e.g., 8192 points) from each block to formulate a batch of input point sets. To further improve the robustness of our model and reduce the risk of overfitting, we randomly drop a certain number of points at each block during the training stage. By default, we set the dropout ratio to 12.5% in our experiments. It is worth mentioning that, due to the irregular boundary of each scene, some edge blocks may contain a small number of points and thus cannot be effectively classified due to limited geometric information. We thus merge those edge blocks with their surrounding blocks with more points.
In the inference stage, all points in each test block were directly fed into our model for point labeling. Here, we do not need point sampling for each block because our model by nature is a fully convolutional network and can receive an arbitrary size of input point sets. We can easily merge the label predictions from each test block to generate the final prediction results.
Further investigating the ISPRS 3D labeling dataset, one can find out that there is quite a different number of points for each object category. For example, as shown in Table 1 , there are only 546 powerline points in the whole training scene, while the number of impervious surface points amounts to 193,723. Directly training on this unbalanced dataset may cause the issue where the classes with small numbers of points get under-fitted and are likely to be misclassified by deep neural networks. To address this issue, we introduce the context encoding module in Section 3.3 to force context prediction to align with the ground truth. Here, we introduce a simpler strategy to achieve the same goal. With the intention to enforce the model to pay more attention to those categories with a small number of points, we added a categoryspecific weight coefficient for each category to the loss function of our DANCE-NET model. The balance weight for each category is calculated by the inverse of the logarithm of the ratio of each category, formulated as Equation 11.
where Wi denotes the weight of the ith category, Ni represents the number of points in the cth category, |C| denotes the total number of categories, α denotes the coefficient for class balance. We set α to 1.2 according to experimental evaluation. By integrating the category-specific weights, we reformulate Eq. 10 as:
where N denotes the number of sampling points in each training block, yjc and pjc denote the ground truth label and predicted probability of the jth point on the cth category, and wj denotes the balance weight for the jth sampling point and is calculated as wj := W k |y jk = 1.
Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the performance of our model for airborne LiDAR point cloud classification using two metrics, i.e., overall accuracy (OA) and F1 score. In general, overall accuracy measures the classification accuracy for all categories as a whole, which is defined as the ratio of corrected classified points in the total test point sets. While F1 score deals with each category separately and considers both the precision and recall values. The F1 score is generally more suitable for evaluating unevenly distributed datasets. The calculation of overall accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score are defined as follows:
F 1 = 2 * precision * recall precision + recall
where tp (true positive)/tn (true negative) denotes the number of positive/negative tuples that were correctly labeled by the classifier and fp (false positive)/fn (false negative) denote the negative/positive tuples that were incorrectly labeled by the classifier.
Experimental Setup
Our DANCE-NET method was implemented using the TensorFlow framework. During network training, we set the batch size to 6. The Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.01 was used to train our network, and we divided the learning rate by 2 every 3,000 steps. It took approximately 10 hours to train our model for 1,000 epochs until convergence on a TESLA K80 GPU. Our code will be released at https://github.com/lixiang-ucas/ DANCE-NET.
In the downsampling and upsampling blocks, we set a base neighborhood size of 2 m for the input point cloud. In the downsampling stage, with the decrease of the size of the point cloud, we multiply the neighborhood size by 2 after each downsampling block. Similarly, in the upsampling stage, with the increase of the size of the point cloud, we divided the neighborhood size by two after each upsampling block. The bandwidth for KDE follows the same rules but has its base value set as 1 m.
Hyperparameters Selection
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to determine the best hyperparameter configurations for our DANCE-NET model.
The overall accuracy and average F1 score were used to evaluate the performance of different model configurations. We listed the performance of different model configurations in Table 2 .
As shown in Table 2 , our model achieved quite stable performance with different settings for the hyperparameters, including searching radius R and λ. Moreover, our model achieved the best performance of 0.839 and 0.712 for overall accuracy and average F1 score when R and λ were set to 2 m and 1, respectively. In the following sections, we used this configuration as our default setting. Figure 6 and Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 6 and Figure  7 , the proposed DANCE-NET model successfully generates the correct label predictions for most of the points in the test scenes.
To quantitatively evaluate the classification performance, we calculated the classification confusion matrix, precision, recall and F1 score of each category and listed the results in Table 3 . As we can see in this Table, our proposed model obtained F1 scores Table  3 shows, most of the fence/hedge points were incorrectly classified as shrubs. One of the main reasons is that the fence/hedge category contains fewer points and presents similar spatial distribution and topological characteristics with the shrub category, which causes the model to not be fully trained and thus hinders the model from differentiating these two categories. Although powerline and car categories also have fewer points in the dataset, they present completely different characteristics from other categories and thereby acquired higher classification performance. 
DISCUSSION
In this section, we first demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed density-aware point convolution module and context encoding loss module in sections 5.1 and 5.2. Then, in section 5.3, we compared the performance of our model with other state-of-art methods for Airborne LiDAR point cloud classification.
Effect of Density Encoding
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed density-aware point convolution module and context encoding module, we developed three models: (a) the model without the density encoding module and context encoding module, we marked this model as 'baseline', (b) the model with density encoding only, marked as 'ours (with density encoding)', (c) the model with both density encoding and context encoding, marked as 'ours (final)'. We listed the classification results of these models in Table 4 . Qualitative comparison results are shown in Figure 8 .
As shown in Table 4 , with the density-aware encoding convolution module, the proposed method improved the overall accuracy and average F1 score by 0.8% and 2.1%, respectively. Comparing Figure 8 (b) and Figure 8 (c), we can see that our model successfully corrected some misclassified roof points by introducing the density-aware encoding convolution module. Table 4 : Ablation analysis of our DANCE-NET model.
Method

Effect of Context Encoding Module
As shown in Table 4 , with the proposed context encoding module, our model obtained an additional improvement of 0.6% and 1.0% on overall accuracy and average F1 score, respectively. Comparing Figure 8 (c) and Figure 8(d) , we find that our model successfully corrected a large number of misclassified roof points and several impervious surface points.
Comparison with other methods
To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed model, we compared it with other state-of-the-art methods that also report their performance on the ISPRS 3D labeling benchmark. The top eight models, i.e., UM (Horvat et al., 2016) , WhuY2, WhuY3 (Yang et al., 2017b) , LUH (Niemeyer et al., 2016) , BIJ W , RIT 1 (Yousefhussien et al., 2018) , NANJ2 (Zhao et al., 2018) and WhuY4 , that reported the best performance on this benchmark were selected for performance comparison. Table 5 lists the overall accuracy and F1 scores of our model and these comparing methods. As shown in Table 5 We further evaluated the performance of our model by comparing the qualitative results with state-of-the-art methods. The top three methods on the ISPRS 3D labeling benchmark, i.e., RIT 1 (Yousefhussien et al., 2018) , NANJ2 (Zhao et al., 2018) and WhuY4 , were selected for comparison. Figure 9 shows the classification results generated by all comparing methods, and the red circle indicates where the comparing methods obtain incorrect predictions, and our model obtains correct predictions. For example, by comparing Figure 9(b) , (c), (d) and (e), one can find that RIT 1 misclassified some low vegetation points as tree and WHUY4 method misclassified some tree points as roof (area 'D'), while the NANJ2 method misclassified some roof points as tree (area 'E'). Our method obtained correct predictions for all challenging areas (including 'A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E').
One may also note that our model fell behind the state-of-the-art method on the overall accuracy. This is mainly because our model used a weighted loss to rebalance the learning process for each category, see Section 4.2. Another reason is that we also use the average F1 score as the main indicator when determining the model hyperparameters rather than referring to overall accuracy. Considering that the ISPRS 3D labeling dataset contains a very different number of points for each category, focusing on overall accuracy may lead to those minority categories being ignored; we, therefore, focused primarily on the F1 score in this study.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel density encoding-aware network with a context encoding module for the task of 3D point cloud classification. To better model the spatial distribution of the 3D point set, a density-aware convolution module was designed by reweighting the learnable weights of convolution kernels using the pointwise density of each point. The proposed convolution model is thus able to fully approximate the 3D continuous convolution on unevenly distributed 3D point clouds. Based on the proposed convolution module, we further developed a multiscale fully convolutional neural network to achieve point cloud classification with hierarchical downsampling and upsampling blocks. Moreover, to address the issue of imbalanced class distribution of outdoor point clouds, we developed a context encoding module to force the predicted context to align with the ground truth context information. Experimental results on the ISPRS 3d labeling benchmark demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed density-aware convolution module and context encoding module. The proposed model achieved new state-of-the-art performance on average F1 score by only taking the raw 3D coordinates and intensity as inputs.
